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What is a task?*

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

A task-based learning activity or task set is a set of questions 

that replicate an authentic experience that the learner will 

have in any one of five paths: employment, secondary credits, 

independence, post-secondary and apprenticeship. 

The emphasis is on authenticity (situation, conditions and 

document) and the use of integrated skills to accomplish the 

task set. It is similar to a demonstration of learning – an 

integrated opportunity to demonstrate learning progress. 

*Refer to Page 5 of Practitioner Guide



Task Set

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

We will use the term “task set” through out this webinar session.

Task Sets:

3 + questions associated with the same authentic document. 

•Each question or “task” is independent of one another 

•One answer does not affect the others 

•Begins with the easiest question and builds in complexity

•Scaffolds or bridges learners from less complexity to more, 

therefore building their confidence, skills and application of 

learning 



“Pretend you are . . .”

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Just to be clear  . . .

Authentically-based tasks do not involve pretending 

or artificial situations. 

It is a conscious effort to replicate a realistic context 

for a learning activity. 



Tasks vs Skills Development

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Tasks focus on the application of integrated skills to answer the 

questions. It is an opportunity to demonstrate learning in an 

authentic way. 

For example, questions based on replicating tasks on the job 

using authentic workplace documents - “Room rates are net 

charges. What additional charges are there?”

Skills development activities focus on discrete skills and are 

usually not based on authentic situations. It allows for skill 

practice and enhancement.  

For example, spelling tests or tables of multiplication questions

*Refer to Page 5 of Practitioner Guide



Level the Task!

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Key Rule of Thumb:

Level the Task not the document

Tasks have levels and competencies and 

skill domains ascribed to them. 

Authentic documents do not. 





What makes a task complex?

Overview of Literacy 

Tasks Complexity Factors

Structural Complexity (Materials)

•Readability of Prose

•Document complexity 

a. Number of labels

b. Number of specific items

Complexity of Process (Strategies)

•Prose and Document

a. Type of information requested

b. Type of match

c. Plausibility of distractors

Overview of Numeracy 

Tasks Complexity Factors

Quantitative 

a. Operation specificity

b. Type of calculation

Type of arithmetic operation in order 

of complexity:

•Single addition (easiest)

•Single subtraction

•Single multiplication

•Single division

•Combination of two or more 

operations 
Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Source: Assessing the Complexity of Literacy Tasks



What is an employment task?

At the workplace, a worker’s job is to complete a series of tasks. 

The worker may enter information on a form, locate 

information in a manual or check dates and times on as 

schedule. The tasks you develop should replicate these kinds of 

worker tasks.

To check if your task has a worker focus, ask yourself:

Does the worker do this on the job?

Source: Developing Work-related Learning Materials by SkillPlan, BC

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013



Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Why use work-related actvites for those in 

the Employment/Apprentceship Pathway?

 Workers usually have a purpose for reading on the job

 Workers do activities throughout the day and often use 

materials/documents to complete them

 Work-related activities in a learning program simulate 

tasks that workers do on the job

 Allow learners to build and practice skills



What are academic tasks?

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Academic tasks more closely resemble skills-based learning activities 

since the setting is the development of specific, academic skills. 

They are like the assignments and tests given in classroom situations. 

Tasks that replicate post-secondary and secondary school credit (SSC) 

assignments and learning activities. 

Post-secondary education (PSE) usually has a mix of traditional 

academic learning activities and employment tasks. PSE prepares 

people for specific jobs or industry sectors. 

SSC involves mostly academic learning activities for the 

accomplishment of curriculum outcomes for specific credit courses. 



What are independence tasks?

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Tasks taken from “real life” situations and relevant to the 

variety of roles that an individual has in their life. E.g. 

parent, caregiver, community volunteer, patient, coach, 

mentor, religious community member, etc. 

A wide range of possibilities involving various authentic 

documents. E.g. rental agreement, medial forms, school 

newsletters, newspapers, agency brochures, travel 

documents, etc. 



Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Three steps to take for developing 

pathway-focused learning actvites

1. Collect documents related to pathway

2. Develop pathway-focused learning activities

3. Decide on an instructional focus



Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013

Three parts of a learning actvity

1. Tasks or questions

2. Document - Authentic Work-Related Materials

3. Instructional Focus – purpose for learning

Adapted from ‘Developing Work-Related Learning Materials’. SkillPlan BC 2007 Essential Skills Workshop”, Jane Tuer and 

Through the Worker’s Eyes, 2009



ComplexityAction requiredAction required DescriptionDescription ExampleExample

LocateLocate Find the info requested in the Find the info requested in the 

activity (OALCF 1)activity (OALCF 1)
What is the price of  one bag of  What is the price of  one bag of  

oranges or oranges or locate the ace of  locate the ace of  

heartshearts??

CycleCycle Repeat the same search or a Repeat the same search or a 

similar search several timessimilar search several times

(OALCF 2)(OALCF 2)

List the names and file numbers List the names and file numbers 

of  customers who paid by of  customers who paid by 

credit card credit card or locate 4 aces.or locate 4 aces.

IntegrateIntegrate Compare and contrast info from Compare and contrast info from 

2 or more different sources2 or more different sources

(OALCF 3)(OALCF 3)

Compare the 2 lists. Which type Compare the 2 lists. Which type 

of  brush is better for painting of  brush is better for painting 

on metal surfaces on metal surfaces or locate or locate 

and order all the clubs from and order all the clubs from 

Ace to KingAce to King??

GenerateGenerate Take info from 2 or more Take info from 2 or more 

sources, including background sources, including background 

info or inferenceinfo or inference

Explain why sales have Explain why sales have 

decreased since the beginning decreased since the beginning 

of  the monthof  the month or locate the  or locate the 

highest 3 hands for most highest 3 hands for most 

popular card gamespopular card games..
Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013



Task:

Circle the hand signal 

for STOP.

Level One - locate

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013



Task:

Which levels of 

apprenticeship 

are considered 

probationary?

Level Two - cycle

Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013



Task:

What is the similarity between the 

tail length of a standard 6 to 8 strand 

wire rope and a Rotation Resistant 

wire rope? 

Level Three - integrate
Ramsay/Tuer et al 2013
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